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Verbs: taking action
4 Choose the correct words. 

We must campaign / end this conflict. We 
started it so long ago. 
1 A lot of people will sign / aim our petition 

online. 
2 I want to boycott / volunteer in an animal 

shelter. I like helping animals. 
3 Will you support / donate our campaign for 

healthy school lunches?
4 That shop should propose / ban violent games. 

They aren’t good.
5 We must organize a signature / protest 

against the use of phones in the cinema. 
6 My friends believe / proposal that we can do 

more if we do things together. 

Talking about personal qualities
5 Match 1–7 with a–g to make sentences. 

1 When you’re brave  you aren’t worried about  
 difficult situations. 

2 When you’re clever 

3 When you’re generous 

4 When you’re thoughtful 

5 When you’re patient 

6 When you’re honest 

7 When you’re kind 

a  you give other people things or money when 
they need it.

b  you’re nice to other people.
c  you’re good at waiting.
d you can answer a difficult question at school.
e  you tell the truth.
f  you care about other people’s feelings.
g you aren’t worried about difficult situations.
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can / may / might / could;  
must / can’t; perhaps
1 Order the words in brackets to complete the 

sentences. There is one word you don’t need.
She might help  us. We don’t know for sure. 
(help / might / to)
1 We  tired after the trip tomorrow, 

but we don’t know yet. (may / be / are)
2  wait for us. (may / perhaps / 

they’ll)
3 He  at home. He said he had a 

meeting in Paris today. (be / can’t / mustn’t)
4 Ellie  the answer. She’s the best 

at maths in our class. Ask her. (knows / must / 
know)

5 Making new friends  difficult.  
(be / can / perhaps)

6 We  for a bike ride tomorrow. 
(going / go / could)

Second conditional
2 Tick (✓) the correct sentences. 

If I had a problem, would you help me? ✓

1 You wouldn’t be happy if you were famous. 
2 Toby would travel to the past if he had a 

time machine. 
3 I gave you the money if you would ask me. 
4 If we aren’t friends, would you be so  

generous? 
5 I’d study more if I had more time. 
6 Would you go to university if you’d pass your 

exams? 

3 Match 1–7 with a–g to make sentences. 
1 I would drive a car  if I had a driving licence.  
2 If I were you, 
3 If you lived closer, 
4 I’d support the charity 
5 If she moved to France, 
6 He wouldn’t believe you 
7 He would call you 

a we would visit you more often.
b  if he knew your number.
c I’d talk to your parents.
d if you weren’t honest.
e if I had more money.
f if I had a driving licence.
g she’d learn French.


